
Unit 1 [That’s what friends are for!] 

 

Exercise 1 

1. Intolerant 

2. Sociable 

3. Unreliable 

4. Modest 

5. Temperamental 

  

Exercise 2 

A 

Opposite with in-                                                         

incompetent 

inexperienced 

insensitive 

independent 

informal 

intolerant 

Opposite with un- 

unambitious 

unpopular 

unreliable 

unattractive 



unreasonable 

unsociable 

B 

*Your own idea* 

*Leave comments to help other if you have the idea* 

Exercise 3 

A: __________X______ 

B: __________________ 

A: _____who/that_____ 

B: _________________ 

A: _________X_______ 

B: _________________ 

A: _________________ 

B: _____who/that_____ 

A: __________X______ 

  

Exercise 4 

*Your own idea* 

*Leave comments to help other if you have the idea* 

  

 

 



Exercise 5 

A 

*Your own idea* 

*Leave comments to help other if you have the idea* 

B 

Sign: The Dragon 

Sign: The Pig 

Sign: The Rooster 

Sign: The Tiger 

C 

*Your own idea* 

*Leave comments to help other if you have the idea* 

  

Exercise 6 

1. b 

2. d 

3. c 

4. a 

  

Exercise 7 

*Your own idea* 

*Leave comments to help other if you have the idea* 



Exercise 8 

1. I love it when someone is generous and gives me flowers. 

2. It bothers me when someone yells at me. 

3. I really don’t mind it when people eat at their desk. 

4. It upsets me when people don’t clean up after themselves. 

  

Exercise 9 

*Your own idea* 

*Leave comments to help other if you have the idea* 

 

Unit 2 [Career moves] 

Exercise 1 

A 

1. air traffic controller  F 

2. choir director  C 

3. counselor  A 

4.pharmacist  D 

5.veterinarian  E 

6. Web designer  B 

B 

*Your own idea* 

*Leave comments to help other if you have the idea* 



  

Exercise 2 

A                                                                      

Positive                                                                        

Challenging 

Fantastic 

Fascinating 

Interesting 

Rewarding 

Negative 

Awful 

Boring 

Dangerous 

Difficult 

Frightening 

B 

*Your own answer* 

*Leave comments to help other if you have the idea* 

  

Exercise 3 

A 

work: for an airline -> travel to different countries. 



with computers -> learn new software programs. 

be: a university professor -> do research. 

a writer -> spend a lot of time alone. 

B 

- Being a writer 

- spending a lot of time alone 

- working as a high school coach 

- teaching discipline and fitness 

- working for an airline 

- travelling around countries 

C 

*Your own answer* 

*Leave comments to help other if you have the idea* 

  

Exercise 4 

A 

1. Self employed builder 

2. Freelance artist 

3. House painter. 

4. Orchestra conductor 

B 

*Your own answer* 



*Leave comments to help other if you have the idea* 

  

Exercise 5 

1. sitter………………as much as 

2.assistant…………… worse hours than 

3. walker………better paid than 

4. painter………….. more than 

5. ranger……………as not well paid as 

6. instructor………..not as difficult as 

7. decorator………..more interesting than 

8.speaker………….. few hours than 

  

Exercise 6 

1. at 

2. with 

3. in 

4. as 

5. in 

  

Exercise 7 

*Your own answer* 

*Leave comments to help other if you have the idea* 


